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MAXIMAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATED TO

RADIAL FUNCTIONS IN L2(R2)

N. E. AGUILERA

Abstract. Stein's result on spherical means imply that for n > 3 the maximal

operator associated to a radial function maps LTR") boundedly into itself for

p > n/(n — 1). In this paper we take a look at the case p ■» n — 2.

1. Introduction. It is a classical result (see e.g. Stein, [1, pp. 62-65]) that the

maximal operator associated to a radial nonincreasing function in L'iR") maps

LP(R") boundedly into itself for 1 <p < oo. By Stein's result on spherical means

[2], it is possible to remove the monotonicity condition if n > 3 and/» > n/(n — 1).

On the other hand it was known that if the (not necessarily radial) function is in

L'XR") and has compact support then the maximal operator maps L9(R") into

L9(R") for q > p/(p - 1). This is obtained by using Holder's inequality and the

results for a variant of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. In this paper we

try to show that for a radial function when q = 2, we may take any p > 1 as a

corollary (Corollary 2) of a more general result. Also the already mentioned result

involving monotonicity is shown, in this case, to be a corollary of our theorem.

Notations. By / we denote the Fourier transform of the function /, fix) =

/R^_'<x,v>/(_v) dy. C denotes as usual a constant depending on the dimension only

which may not be the same at each occurrence.

2. Our aim is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let <j> be a radial function defined on R2, <f> E L'(R2) satisfying in

addition

[ \x\2(p-v\<p(x)\2dx< oo
JR2

for some p, 1 <p < 2. Let d>e(x) = e~2<p(e~lx) and define for f E L2(R2) and

e > 0, MJ(x) = <J>£ * fix). Consider the maximal operator M*f(x) — supt>0|M./(x)|.

Then if for s > 1, B, = (J^'^x)^ dx)1/s,

\\M*fÏÏLH#)<Cp(Bx + Bp)\\f\\LHRl)

where Cp depends on p.

Proof. Using Hankel's formula we have

¿(x) = Í» p rn(r)J0(\x\r) dr
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where /„(z) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order v and tj(|jc|) =

4>(x). Using Sonine's first finite integral (see e.g. Watson [3, p. 373]), we obtain

J0(z) = caz-°[l Ja(zs)s" + \\ - s2)-"-1 ds

whenever -1 < a < 0. We will choose our a so that -1/2 < a < 1/2 — l//> < 0.

This is possible since 1 < /» < 2. Therefore

•1 Ja(rs\x\)

(rs\x\)°

Since a > -1/2, we can write (see e.g. Watson [3, p. 48]),

♦(x) = 2«./" rn(r)C J-fp^s2°+x(1 - ,*)—' * dr. (1)
Jo •'o     (rs\x\)

'■(2)-iti&)/.'(,-''r'/W'

so that for z > 0 we have the bound

J^-  < l/2ar(a + 1). (2)
z

Hence the integral in (1) is absolutely convergent and we may rewrite it as

•°° -.('M) / fi(r\2  'n

(r\x\)°

Let us denote by u(r) the inner integral in (3) multiplied by 2irca. Denoting by Mjf

the operator defined by

to-^Cfl&iftlfilr^1-»--'*)*■    <3>

we are led to write

(KafY(x) = -^ Äx),
(e\x\)

MJ(x) = <i»e *f(x) = r Mc»f(x)o>(r) 4-
Jn r■'o

To see that this is indeed true, we observe that each side is in T2(R2) since

<b G L'(R2),

r\"(r)\^=\\<p\\L>(*)2
Jo r

and (2). Taking the Fourier transform of each side acting on the same function

h E T2(R2), it is seen then that these coincide, proving the validity of the equality.

Consider now a smooth radial function \p having compact support and such that

¿(0) = /   Mx)dx = lim 4jJ£>, *
-/r2 z-»o     z 2 1 (a + 1)

Let MJ(x) = uV, */(*) and M*f(x) = supe>0|M,/(x)|. It is known that M* maps

L2(R2) boundedly into itself. We have

MJ(x) = r°°(M«/(x) - ¿UWMr)^ + p A/„/(*Mr)^.
•'o r     •'o r
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The last integral on the right hand side is bounded by CM*fix). For the first one

we use Schwarz's inequality to obtain

/o°WW - MJ(x))»(r)*-  < gj(x)^f\(r)\2±y2

where

gj(x) = (/o°W(x) - MJ(x)\2^y2

=(/0V"/(*) - Kf(X)2^y2

is the function considered by Stein in [2, p. 2174], where he shows that it maps

L2(R2) boundedly into itself for a > -1/2. Finally the integral (/f5°|w(r)|2rfr/r)1/2

may be considered, except for a constant factor, as defining the L2((0, oo), dr/r)

norm of the convolution (in the multiplicative group of (0, oo) with the measure

dr/r) of the functions r\(r) and the function defined as /•2<a+1)(l — r2)~a~l for

1 < r < 1 and 0 elsewhere. Using Young's inequality with l = l/p + l/q — 1/2,

we obtain

drV2(/><<) -(rv'^T)
XU'[<1 -r2)

2\-a-l .2(a+iy\lft\

The first integral is CBp = C(/R2|x|20'~1)|<p(*)|/' dx)l/p, whereas the second one is

convergent by our choice of a. Recall that -1/2 <a < 1/2- 1/p = l/q — 1.

Therefore

\MJ(x)\ < Cp(BxM*f(x) + BpgJ(x)).

Since the bound is independent of e > 0, the theorem is proved.

Corollary 1. The result of the theorem is true even if we consider the function <¡>

varying with x. In other words suppose that for each x E R2 we consider a function

<p(x, y) which is radial in they variable and such that

f \y\2(>-l)\<?(x,y)\pdy<K

holds uniformly in x for a fixed p > 1 and also for p = 1. Then the operator

sup
E>0

f  <?(x,y)f(x - ey)dy
7d2

maps L (R ) boundedly into itself.

Proof. We just observe that in the proof of the theorem the bounds Bp and Bx

are used pointwise.
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Corollary. // <J> G Z/(R2) for some p > 1 and </> has compact support and is

radial, then the maximal operator

sup
e>0

f   <b(x)f(x - ey) dy
7p2

maps L2(R2) boundedly into itself.

Proof. Clearly </> satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem.

Remark 1. The example given by Stein in [2, p. 2174], showing that the maximal

function of the spherical averages is unbounded in T2(R2) can be used to show that

the condition /» > 1 cannot be removed without imposing further conditions on <b.

For consider for a > 0 the functions d>a defined as a(l — |*|2)a_1 if |jc| < 1 and 0

otherwise. Their Fourier transforms are 2"+Vr(a + l)/a(|jc|)/|.x|0, showing that

||<pa ||¿i(-2) = 2tt. Moreover these Fourier transforms converge uniformly in x to the

function 2itJ0(\x\). Now if / G S and/has compact support, (</>" */)"GC0°° and

converges uniformly in e > 0 and x to 2trJ0(e\x\)f(x). So if

MJ(x) =( fix- ey') dy'
S\

we have MJ(x) = lima_^,+$" * fix) the limit being uniform in e > 0 and x. Hence

sup\MJ(x)\ < lim  inf sup|<f>° * f(x)\
e>0 a->°       e-»0

and using Fatou's lemma and assuming that the bounds of our theorem depended

only on H^IL1«2) we would get

|sup|A/./Lx)|| <C||/1|£2(R2)
11 e>0 ' L2(R2)

whenever/ G C0°°(R2), but these fs are dense in L^, arriving at a contradicition.

Remark 2. The classical theorem used when </> is a decreasing radial function

when applied to the space T2(R2) is a particular case of our theorem. Setting p = 2

and \<b(x)\ = i7(|x|) we see that

f |*|2|<f>(*)|2 dx= cT rS2(r) dr = C 2    f 2"+' 'Y(r) dr
7R2 Jq -«j    J2n

< C 2  Ti2(2"+1)24" <c(X£ t,(2")22")
-oo \ -00 /

<C{Ç rn(r)drf=C\mWy
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